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ABSTRACT1

A case study transit project, the Harris County Transit Re-Imagined Bus Network,2

is utilized to evaluate the impact of analysis boundaries on accessibility analysis.3

Results from the case study indicate that choice of analysis boundaries can have4

a significant impact on the value of absolute accessibility measures. In general5

the trend shows that the tighter the analysis boundary is to the network, the higher6

the value of the absolute accessibility measure. However, relative accessibility7

measures such as percent difference between scenarios are consistent regardless8

of analysis boundary size. This indicates that the choice of analysis boundary is9

of only moderate importance for scenario comparisons within the same analysis10

boundary. However, when comparing between different regions or in areas within11

different boundaries, the choice of those analysis boundaries could have a sig-12

nificant impact on all results. Furthermore, care should be taken to indicate the13

analysis boundary used whenever an absolute accessibility measure is presented.14



INTRODUCTION1

This work seeks to illustrate the importance of the selection of a analysis bound-2

aries when utilizing accessibility in the evaluation of transportation projects and3

systems. To that end a scenario analysis of transit accessibility levels in Harris4

County, Texas is performed using several different project area definitions. Harris5

County was chosen as a interesting case study location due to the recent imple-6

mentation of the Re-imagined Bus Network in that location.7

Case Study Description8

After significant feedback from the public, Harris Transit decided to incorporate9

a redevelopment of the bus network into their 5 year plans. This redevelopment10

was designed from scratch, basically the historic existence of a bus route was not11

considered a reason to have a route there in the future, however existing infras-12

tructure was taken into consideration. The reasoning for this approach to the bus13

network redevelopment came from five key factors. These factors include a de-14

cline in ridership in the region, the fast pace of changing development patterns15

in the Houston area, the opening of new light rail services freeing up former bus16

investments, public feedback for an improvement of the core bus network, and17

finally an assessment of the systems performance in comparison to past perfor-18

mance and peer performance. In place of historic existence the redevelopment19

plan focuses on the provision of productive services. According to the report pro-20

ductive services "connect of dense and walkable places over distances that are too21

far to walk and long enough to build overlapping markets along a simple straight22

path that does not duplicate other services with frequent service over a long span of23

service including the evening and weekend." The resulting Re-imagined network24

provides five services: a frequent network with headways of 15 minutes or less25

over a 15 hour period of the day with at least 3 hours of additional service at 2026

or 30 minute headways on both weekend and weekdays, a base network providing27

30 minute headways for at least 18 hours a day on weekdays and weekends, cov-28

erage service providing 60 minute headways and some 30 minute peak headways29

with a 14 hour span on both weekdays and weekends, a peak only service which30

has high frequency in peak directions and low frequency in non peak directions,31

and finally a high expense flex service which is provided on demand and operates32

in predefined areas. The analysis performed as part of this case study will focus33

only on the first four services, or more plainly only on the fixed route services.34
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Ultimately, the Re-imagined Network was implemented in August 2015.1

In addition, during the course of the planning for the Re-imagined Bus Net-2

work, two additional light rail lines were opened in the Houston area, which re-3

placed existing bus services at a combined cost of approximately 1.4 billion dol-4

lars. These lines were open to the public in May of 2015. As a result this study5

considers three scenarios:6

• Scenario A: this is the baseline scenario, in which neither the light rail7

lines nor Re-imagined Bus Network have been implemented. It is rep-8

resented by the Harris County Transit general transit feed specification9

(GTFS) of March 2015.10

• Scenario B: this is the scenario in which the light rail lines have been11

implemented but the Re-imagined Bus Network has not. It is represented12

by the Harris County Transit general transit feed specification (GTFS) of13

May 2015.14

• Scenario C: this is the full implementation scenario, in which both the15

light rail lines and Re-imagined Bus Network have been implemented. It16

is represented by the Harris County Transit general transit feed specifica-17

tion (GTFS) of November 2015.18

LITERATURE REVIEW19

Accessibility is the ability with which users of a given mode may reach desirable20

destinations. It is important to distinguish accessibility from mobility, which is21

concerned with the speed provided to travelers, rather than their ability to reach22

destinations. Modern measures of accessibility can be traced back to a 1959 ar-23

ticle by Walter Hansen regarding the relationship between accessibility and land24

use [1]. In that article Hansen describes accessibility as a summation of gravity-25

weighted potential destinations:26

Ai = ΣjOjf(Cij)

Where:27

Ai = accessibility for location i28

Oj = number of opportunities at location j29
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Cij = time cost of travel from i to j1

f(Cij) = weighting function2

3

4

Cumulative opportunities accessibility calculations employ one of the simplest5

weighting functions – a binary weighting function. Basically opportunities that6

can be reached within a given time threshold are weighted with a value of one,7

and those that cannot are weighted with a value of zero [2].8

f(Cij) =

{
1 if Cij ≤ t
0 if Cij > t

Where:9

t = travel time threshold10

11

12

The cumulative opportunities measure of accessibility is used for multiple13

threshold times in the Access Across America report by Owen and Levinson. In14

addition several relatively new techniques allowing for comparison of accessibility15

by transit across systems are utilized. The first is the introduction of time averaged16

accessibility in order to account for the variability in accessibility associated with17

transit scheduling. This methodology requires the measurement of accessibility on18

a minute by minute bases during the time frame of interest [2]. Second is the use19

of a person-weighted accessibility in order to aggregate the accessibility measure-20

ments at the census block level to a region. Basically, the accessibility is averaged21

over all census blocks with each blocks accessibility weighted by the population22

of workers in the census block. Such a measure than represents the accessibility23

available to the typical worker in the region and is valid for comparison between24

regions, if the time threshold is held constant for all regions of interest. Finally,25

in order to provide an overall ranking which takes into account the accessibility at26

each of the measured thresholds a weighted accessibility is determined as follows27

[2]:28

aw = Σt(at − at−10)e
βt

Where:29
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aw = Weighted accessibility ranking metric for a single metropolitan area1

at = Worker-weighted accessibility for threshold t2

β = -0.083

4

5

DATA AND METHODOLOGY6

Data7

• U.S. Census TIGER 2010 datasets: blocks, core-based statistical areas8

(CBSAs)9

• U.S. Census Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) 201310

Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (LODES)11

• OpenStreetMap (OSM) North America extract, retrieved January 201612

• Scenario A Network: Harris Transit GTFS Release for March 201513

• Scenario B Network: Harris Transit GTFS Release for May 201514

• Scenario C Network: Harris Transit GTFS Release for November 201515

• System Re-imagining Report (January 2015) a document describing the16

proposed changes, which indicates that accessibility calculations could17

have been performed as early as September 2014 [3].18

Project Area19

The Houston Metropolitan Area is the first project area considered as part of this20

analysis. However, it is of interest to reduce the project area in order to reduce21

the impact of areas which are not affected by the changes made to the transit22

network on the analysis. To this end six buffer zones have been created based on23

the distance that can be walked from the bus stops included in either the baseline24

or re-imagined networks. In order to generate these buffers it is assumed that the25

typical worker can walk at a speed of 5 km/hr. Therefore in a period of 30 minutes26

a person would be able to walk up to 2,500 m. The zones were generated for27

10 minutes, 20 minutes, 30 minutes, 40 minutes, 50 minutes and 60 minutes of28

available walk time, resulting in buffers zones of 833 m, 1,667 m, 2,500 m, 3,33329
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m, 4,167 m, and 5,000 m respectively. Figure 4.1 illustrates the buffer zones. The1

accessibility results for these buffers and the region as a whole are included below.2

7



Change in number of 
jobs within 30  
minutes by transit

< -100%

-100% – -50%

-50% – -25%
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+25% – +50%
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> +100%

Figure 4.1: All six buffer zones utilized in the accessibility calculations for the Harris County Transit analysis are represented in
this map. The buffer zones have been overlaid over the change in number of total jobs reachable in 30 minutes (Scenario C vs.
Scenario A and 2013 land use).



Accessibility Calculation1

The accessibility results presented in this report were calculated using a cumula-2

tive opportunities accessibility metric. In this approach, the accessibility level of3

a given origin location is determined by the number of opportunities that can be4

reached within a given travel time threshold. This analysis evaluated accessibility5

using travel time thresholds of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 minutes. The following6

sections provide a brief overview of this methodology.7

The analysis for transit accessibility is modified to accomodate the effects of8

scheduling and is derived from the basic methodology used to evaluate transit ac-9

cessibility to jobs in the Accessibility Observatory’s Access Across America series10

of reports, with data sources updated to reflect the case studies in consideration.11

This modification is described more fully in Access Across America: Transit 201412

Methodology. [2]13

Origins and Destinations14

Census blocks, defined in 2010 by the U.S. Census bureau, were used as origin15

and destination points for this analysis. In urban areas, Census blocks typically16

correspond to "city blocks” – small areas enclosed by roads. The origin sets are17

comprised of the centroid points of all Census blocks in the areas of interest for a18

given case study. To avoid understating the accessibility of blocks at the edge of19

this area, the destination sets included blocks in a slightly wider area.20

Transit Travel Time Calculation21

Transit travel time calculations considered all components of travel by transit, in-22

cluding time spent walking to a stop or station, time spent waiting for a trip de-23

parture, time spent traveling on a transit vehicle, and time spent walking to a des-24

tination after alighting. An unlimited number of transfers was allowed, and time25

spent walking to and waiting for transfers was included.26

This analysis used the assumption that all walking portions of a trip take27

place at a speed of 5 kilometers per hour (3.1 miles per hour). On-vehicle travel28

time was derived directly from published transit timetables, under an assumption29

of perfect schedule adherence.30

Jobs that can be accessed by walking only are included in the accessibility31

totals; a transit component is not strictly required. This allows the most consistent32

application and interpretation of the travel time calculation methodology. The33
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shortest walking path from an origin to a transit stop/station in some cases passes1

through potential destinations where job opportunities exist; these destinations2

were included even though transit is not required to access them.3

Accessibility by transit depends strongly on departure time because of the4

scheduled nature of transit service. For example, if a transit route’s service fre-5

quency is 20 minutes, then immediately after a vehicle departs all destinations6

become 20 minutes “farther away.” To address this and to reflect the influence of7

transit service frequency on accessibility, travel times were calculated repeatedly8

for each origin-destination pair using each minute between 7:00 and 8:59 AM as9

the departure time.10

Using the travel time calculations described above, a set of destinations11

reachable within each travel time threshold was identified for each origin and de-12

parture time, and the jobs located at the reachable destinations were aggregated to13

arrive at a single accessibility data point for that origin and departure time. For14

each origin, the accessibility data for all 120 departure times were then averaged15

to provide a single accessibility value indicating the number of jobs that can be16

reached from that origin within a given travel time threshold, on average, between17

7 and 9 AM. These are the values presented and discussed in the following sec-18

tions.19

General Transit Feed Specification20

GTFS requires a minimum of six text files in order to sufficiently describe a tran-21

sit network. These files include: agency.txt, stops.txt, routes.txt,22

trips.txt, stop_times.txt, and calendar.txt. GTFS also allows23

for the addition of numerous optional text files in order to provide additional in-24

formation. Five of these files are affected by the modifications to the network and25

a brief description of each follows.26

• stops.txt lists of all stops in the transit network, providing a unique id27

as well as latitude and longitude of each stop base on the WGS 84 datum.28

New stops are added to this file as part of the modifications.29

• routes.txt lists all routes in the network, providing a unique id for30

each route, as well as a short name and other basic information. New31

routes are added to the file as part of the modifications.32
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• trip.txt lists all trips in the network providing a unique trip id, the1

associated route id, and other basic information about the trips. New trips2

are added to this file, and the data for rescheduled trips is changed to3

reflect the modifications.4

• stop_times.txt contains the scheduling information. This file lists5

the time that each trip is at an associated stop, as well as the associated6

trip id and stop id. Whether a trip is rescheduled or completely new, all7

of the stops in the trip and the times at those stops are added to this file as8

part of the modifications (old stop times for rescheduled trips are deleted).9

However, in some cases a single trip can be used as a representative for10

many trips. In that case, the stop times are only included once, and the11

frequency of the trip is indicated in in the frequencies.txt file.12

• frequencies.txt includes the desired headway of the trip, as well as13

information about the duration of that headway, and the id of the associ-14

ated trip.15

LEHD - 2013 LODES Data16

The U.S. Census Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) 2013 Origin-17

Destination Employment Statistics (LODES) consists of three files. The first is a18

file of origins and destinations of commutes to work, which is not used as part19

of this analysis. The second is a file containing workplace area characteristics20

(WAC). This file details the number of jobs by category in each census block. The21

third and final file contains residential area characteristics (RAC). This file details22

the number of workers by category that live in each census block.23

ACCESSIBILITY RESULTS24

The Houston access to jobs and access to workers calculations have been per-25

formed, and the access to jobs and access to workers results have been processed,26

the output for total jobs and total workers is below. Additional output values have27

been included in Appendix C. The maps in Figure 5.1 illustrate the accessibility28

by transit to jobs ,averaged between 7 AM and 9 AM, in the baseline scenario,29

while those in Figure 5.2 illustrate the accessibility by transit to workers, averaged30

between 7 AM and 9 AM, in the baseline scenario. The maps in Figure 5.3 il-31

lustrate the percent change in the number of jobs that can be reached from each32
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block based on changes in the transit networks and 2013 LEHD employment data,1

averaged between 7 AM and 9 AM. The maps in Figure 5.4 illustrate the percent2

change in the number of workers that can be reached from each block based on3

changes in the transit networks and 2013 LEHD employment data, averaged be-4

tween 7 AM and 9 AM. When interpreting the maps in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.45

it is important to note that they show percentage, rather than absolute, accessibil-6

ity changes. 1 Finally, it should be noted that Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 are at a7

different scale than Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2.8

Table 1: Regional Worker - Weighted Accessibility to Jobs Using 2013 LEHD Employment Data

Threshold Scenario A Scenario B
Scenario C

10 Minutes 496 493 485

20 Minutes 3,616 3,609 3,651

30 Minutes 13,044 13,047 13,275

40 Minutes 32,034 31,998 32,296

50 Minutes 63,027 62,945 63,326

60 Minutes 107,330 107,131 107,996

1Across all blocks in the region the range of accessibility values is very wide: from some blocks no jobs can be
reached by transit, while from others, hundreds of thousands of jobs can be reached. When the a transit service is
added to an area that previously had little or no service, the low original accessibility value can produce a very high
percentage change, even if the absolute number of new jobs that can be reached is relatively low.
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Table 2: Scenario A Worker - Weighted Accessibility to Jobs Using 2013 LEHD Employment Data
within Various Buffers

Threshold Houston
Metro
Area

5,000 m
Buffer

4,167 m
Buffer

3,333 m
Buffer

2,500 m
Buffer

1,667 m
Buffer

833 m
Buffer

10 Minutes 496 724 771 823 900 983 1,101

20 Minutes 3,616 5,588 5,979 6,467 7,124 7,883 8,896

30 Minutes 13,044 20,852 22,353 24,272 26,831 29,805 33,655

40 Minutes 32,034 51,950 55,745 60,604 67,156 74,735 84,463

50 Minutes 63,027 103,206 110,824 120,556 133,729 148,955 168,381

60 Minutes 107,330 177,443 190,652 207,513 230,308 256,644 289,798

Table 3: Scenario C Worker - Weighted Accessibility to Jobs Using 2013 LEHD Employment Data
within Various Buffers

Threshold Houston
Metro
Area

5,000 m
Buffer

4,167 m
Buffer

3,333 m
Buffer

2,500 m
Buffer

1,667 m
Buffer

833 m
Buffer

10 Minutes 485 705 750 801 875 955 1,069

20 Minutes 3,651 5,629 6,023 6,515 7,178 7,944 8,966

30 Minutes 13,275 21,212 22,741 24,697 27,306 30,338 34,266

40 Minutes 32,296 52,321 56,146 61,042 67,644 75,284 85,096

50 Minutes 63,326 103,821 111,488 121,282 134,540 149,866 169,443

60 Minutes 107,996 179,164 192,509 209,544 232,577 259,189 292,793

Table 4: Regional Job - Weighted Accessibility to Workers Using 2013 LEHD Employment Data

Threshold Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C

10 Minutes 492 491 482

20 Minutes 3,557 3,574 3,581

30 Minutes 12,800 12,807 12,856

40 Minutes 31,317 31,292 31,242

50 Minutes 61,564 61,484 61,253

60 Minutes 104,903 104,768 104,462
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Figure 5.1: Total jobs reachable by threshold (Scenario A and 2013 land use)
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Figure 5.2: Total workers reachable by threshold (Scenario A and 2013 land use)
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Figure 5.3: Change in number of total jobs reachable by threshold (Scenario C vs. Scenario A and
2013 land use)
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Figure 5.4: Change in number of total workers reachable by threshold (Scenario C vs. Scenario A
and 2013 land use)
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Table 5: Scenario A Job - Weighted Accessibility to Workers Using 2013 LEHD Employment Data
within Various Buffers

Threshold Houston
Metro
Area

5,000 m
Buffer

4,167 m
Buffer

3,333 m
Buffer

2,500 m
Buffer

1,667 m
Buffer

833 m
Buffer

10 Minutes 492 579 588 595 611 631 661

20 Minutes 3,577 4,441 4,538 4,662 4,807 5,023 5,314

30 Minutes 12,800 16,370 16,764 17,302 17,886 18,737 19,890

40 Minutes 31,317 40,518 41,542 42,955 44,480 46,702 49,655

50 Minutes 61,564 80,458 82,540 85,434 88,564 93,151 99,056

60 Minutes 104,903 138,494 142,140 147,233 152,733 160,826 170,928

Table 6: Scenario C Job - Weighted Accessibility to Workers Using 2013 LEHD Employment Data
within Various Buffers

Threshold Houston
Metro
Area

5,000 m
Buffer

4,167 m
Buffer

3,333 m
Buffer

2,500 m
Buffer

1,667 m
Buffer

833 m
Buffer

10 Minutes 482 566 576 582 597 616 645

20 Minutes 3,581 4,458 4,556 4,681 4,827 5,044 5,336

30 Minutes 12,856 16,511 16,911 17,454 18,045 18,905 20,070

40 Minutes 31,242 40,747 41,778 43,200 44,737 46,974 49,940

50 Minutes 61,253 80,779 82,870 85,778 88,922 93,529 99,441

60 Minutes 104,462 139,030 142,692 147,808 153,332 161,450 171,549
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Quantifying Accessibility Changes1

Table 1 indicates that in all three scenarios accessibility to jobs increases as the2

threshold increases. In addition it can be noted that the access to jobs is higher3

than the access to workers at all thresholds, see Table 4.4

Based on the worker weighted accessibility to jobs for the region, the light5

rail implementation in Scenario B had a nearly negligible, though generally neg-6

ative impact on accessibility to jobs in comparison to Scenario A. This is reason-7

able, because the light rail lines replaced previously existing bus services, with8

changes in stop locations. In contrast the restructuring on the network in addition9

to the investment in light rail (Scenario C) had a small but generally positive im-10

pact on the ability of users to reach jobs in comparison to both Scenario A and B,11

see Table 1. This indicates that the re-allocation of resources inherent in the Re-12

imagined Bus Network produced a positive impact without the need for significant13

investment. Furthermore, due to the generally negative though negligible impacts14

of Scenario B in comparison to Scenario A, it is clear that the inclusion of the light15

rail investment in Scenario C actually provides for a slight underestimation of the16

affects of the Re-imagined bus network to the baseline network. Together these17

observations support the conclusion that the implementation of the Re-imagined18

Bus Network has a small but positive impact on the accessibility to jobs in the19

region.20

However, the accessibility increases as we decrease the area under consider-21

ation, see Table 2 and Table 3. So for example, the worker weighted accessibility22

to jobs in the 5,000 m buffer area is greater than that for the entire region, with23

the greatest worker weighted accessibility to jobs experienced within the 833 m24

buffer. Basically, this lets us know that workers who reside closer to the system25

generally have higher access to jobs. If comparisons were made between regional26

areas, the selection of analysis area in each region could therefore have a large im-27

pact on the results, simply by virtue of the size of the region relative to the size of28

the network. Within a single region though the percent difference (1.8%) between29

the value for Scenario A (33,655 jobs) and Scenario C (34,266 jobs) within the 83330

m buffer is similar to the percent difference (1.8%) between the value for Scenario31

A (13,044 jobs) and Scenario C (13,275 jobs) for the region. This indicates that32

in general, regardless of the project boundaries considered, the relative changes33

observed in a before and after accessibility analysis should be consistent, even if34
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the observations themselves are not. As a result, extreme care should be taken in1

providing non-relative measures of cumulative accessibility to typical workers and2

in comparing cumulative accessibility measures between regions.3

This phenomena can also be observed for job weighted accessibility to4

workers, as shown in Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6. Interestingly, when we look at5

access to workers, rather than access to jobs, the restructuring actually appears to6

result in a general decrease in accessibility, while the light rail investment results7

in a slight increase. This may be a result of the directionality of the network, and8

the fact that the accessibility calculations were performed in the AM peak.9

CONCLUSION10

The analysis of the accessibility changes for the Harris County Transit with the11

implementation of their new light rail system and the restructuring of the bus net-12

work indicated that the light rail investments had negligible impacts on accessibil-13

ity levels while the restructuring of the bus network had slight positive impact on14

access to jobs. The evaluation of the impact of access to jobs and workers with15

the implementation of these projects for users within various buffer zones of the16

transit network provided interesting results. In general, workers residing closer17

to the transit network, understandably had higher levels of access. However, the18

buffer zone chosen to perform the analysis did not impact the relative levels of19

the results between scenarios. That is to say that whether accessibility was eval-20

uated at a regional level or within an 833 m buffer zone of the transit network,21

Scenario C showed a consist percent increase in access to jobs over Scenario A.22

These results support the idea that comparisons across different regions can be23

problematic without a consistent definition of areas to be included in an analysis.24

However, they also indicate that as long as the same zone is used in comparing25

changing networks within a region, the actual selection of the zone boundaries26

should not impact the relative degree of difference between the network scenarios.27
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